HOWARD COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
DAILY CRIME BULLETIN
MONDAY, JUNE 20, 2016
Addresses are in hundred blocks.

ROBBERY COMMERCIAL
BEAT E2 7 STAR FOOD MART, 9000 BALTIMORE ST, 6/19 2136 LATE REPORTED: A suspect with his face partially covered entered the business, displayed a handgun and demanded money. An employee complied and the suspect fled. No one was injured. The investigation is ongoing. 16-59320
SUSPECT: black male, approximately 30 years old, six feet tall with an average build, wearing a black hooded shirt, dark pants, tennis shoes

BURGLARY COMMERCIAL
BEAT B5 VOLLEYBALL HOUSE, 5600 FURNACE AVE, 6/17 1257: A suspect gained entry to the business through unknown means. Nothing reported stolen. 16-58379
BEAT C4 TNT AUTO REPAIR, 6400 DOBBIN CENTER WAY, 6/18 0755: A suspect gained entry through a roll up door, forced open a cash register and stole money. 16-58733
BEAT A2 ONCE UPON A CHILD, 8400 BALTIMORE NATIONAL PIKE, 6/20 1230 ATTEMPT: Suspect(s) attempted to gain entry by breaking several windows and kicking the rear doors. No entry was gained; nothing stolen. 16-58804
BEAT B2 LONG REACH HIGH SCHOOL, 6100 OLD DOBBIN LN, 6/18 1223: Four suspects were found sleeping in the football press box and fled when confronted by a witness. Nothing was stolen. 16-58810
SUSPECTS: four males, race unknown, 17 to 20 years old, one wearing a dark-colored shirt and light-colored shorts, no further description provided

BURGLARY NON COMMERCIAL
BEAT A3 10200 SAND TRAP COURT, 6/17 1738: A resident returned home and discovered a suspect had gained entry through a window and stole electronics. Police responded and through investigation located and arrested a juvenile suspect. Police are looking into the possibility the juvenile may be responsible for other similar incidents. 16-58484
ARRESTED: Juvenile male, 12, of Ellicott City, charged with first-, third-, fourth-degree burglary and theft.
BEAT D2 5200 OPEN WINDOW, 6/18 0033 ATTEMPT: A resident reported a suspect attempted to gain entry to the home but fled when confronted. Police responded, located and arrested the suspect nearby. 16-58653
ARRESTED: Brady Camilo Rossiter, 19, of Cricket Pass Street in Columbia, charged with attempted fourth-degree burglary.
BEAT B2 8400 GREYSTONE LN, 6/18 1213: A resident reported a suspect attempted to gain entry to the apartment by pulling on the door. No entry gained; nothing stolen. 16-58685
SUSPECT: black male wearing a light-colored shirt, no further description provided
BEAT C1 9300 FAREWELL ROAD, 6/19 1151: Unknown suspect(s) pried open a skylight. Unknown if entry was gained; nothing reported stolen. 16-59184

VEHICLE THEFTS AND ATTEMPTS
BEAT C2 6500 BELLEVUE DR, 6/18 1803:
96 Green Chevrolet Traverse MD 61578CD 16-58956
OTHER SIGNIFICANT INCIDENT: DRUG VIOLATION
BEAT F2 WB RT 40 @ TURF VALLEY RD, 6/19 2120: Patrol officers conducted a traffic stop on a speeding vehicle. When the driver attempted to throw a bag out the window, officers conducted a K9 scan that revealed illegal drugs and paraphernalia including suspected crack cocaine packaged for sale.
ARRESTED: Robert Glascoe Brown, Jr., 35, of Flargtree Lane in Pikesville, charged with drug possession with intent to distribute and possession of paraphernalia.
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